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Abstract: A picture is a set of unit lines from the cartesian plane considered as a square grid. To 
each connected picture a description is given by a word over the alphabet {r, I, u, d}, where "r" 
means "'go one unit line right from the current point and draw this unit line" and l, u, d are 
interpreted analogously with "left", "up" and "'down", respectively. For a picture p, it was shown 
in [9] that the description language, i.e. all the words which describe the picture p, is a reguiar 
one. To construct such a regular language one needs geometric information about he picture. In 
this paper we present a system of transformations, which map one word over the alphabet {r, l, u, d} 
to another word, which describes the same picture. It is also shown that exactly all the picture 
descriptions can be generated, started by some word. 
1. Introduction 
There are various approaches topicture description and pattern recognition. Each 
formal model tries to transfer the concept of formal languages to the multi- 
dimensional case (cf. [13, 16]). 
One of these theoretical investigations of pictures was initiated by Maurer et al. 
[9] using the following concept: pictures consist of unit lines from the integer grid. 
They are described by words over an alphabet {r, [: u, d}, whose letters mean "move 
one unit line right (left, up, down, respectively) from the current point and draw 
this line". The:efore such words describe a plotter movement. Picture languages are 
simply described by formal languages over the description alphabet ¢r := {r, 1, u, d}. 
These picture languages are called chain code picture languages, the description 
languages or-languages. 
Since for given (nonempty) pictures, the describing word is ambiguous, not all 
results from the "!- . . . .  ,- ,- . . . .  ! ¢GPl IU I  l l l d l  m~ory languages hold in case of picture languages (e.g. 
the equivalence problem for regular picture languages i undecidable, but decidable 
for regular (string) languages, ee [8]). Here we will study the structure of the whole 
set of words describing a given picture. Especially we will present some simple 
transformations from one word to another. It will be shown that exactly all the 
wort~s, which describe the same picture as a given word, will be generated by these 
transformations. 
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The paper is organized as follows. We recall necessary notions from chain code 
picture languages in Section 2. In Section 3 we give an example of a regular stripe 
picture language (for stripe picture languages more problems are decidable than 
for general picture languages), whose set of describing words is not context free. 
In Section 4 we present ransformations of words, which generate by a given word 
exactly all other words describing the same picture. Section 5 gives further details 
of these transformations. 
2. Basic notions 
Let Z be the set of integers, N the set of nonnegative integers. We adopt the basic 
definitions of formal language theory (e.g. [7, !.2]) and graph theory (e.g. [11]). A 
denotes the empty word. For a word w, Iwl denotes its length, the set of prefixes 
and subfixes of w is denoted by pref(w) and sub(w), respectively. 
A vertex is an element of the Cartesian plane Z 2. An (undirected) edge is an 
unordered pair {v, v'} of vertices. 
The picture description alphabet isthe set ¢r := {r, 1, u, d}, where r = (1, 0),  1 = ( -  1, 0), 
u = (0, 1), d = (0, -1).  The shift of a word w over or, denoted sh(w), is the sum of 
its letters considered as vectors, sh(A):= (0, 0). A drawn picture described by a word 
w, denoted pic(w), is a pair (p, e) consisting of a set p of edges and a vector e, 
defined inductively as follows: 
dpic(A) := ($, (0, O)), 
dpic(wa) := (dpic(w) ~ {{sh(w), sh(wa)}}, sh(wa)), l 
For a drawn picture q = (p, e) the vector e is called endpoint of q, the set p is called 
semidrawn picture of w (or q), denoted p = spic(w) (or p = spic(q)). Two semidrawn 
pictures p,p' are equivalent, if there is a vector Vo~Z 2 such that p= 
{{v + Vo, v '+ Vo} [ {v, v'} ~ p'}. It is obvious that this relation is an equivalence r lation. 
The equivalent class LP]- of a semidrawn picture p = spic(w) is a basic picture of 
w, denoted bpic(w). Informally, basic pictures are different, iff the shape of the 
pictures is different. 
dpic (ru} dpic (rud) spic (ru) spic (rr) spic (11) bpic (rr) 
Fig. 1. Example 2.1. 
Example 2.1 (Fig. 1). 
dpic(ru) = ({{(0, 0), (1, 0)}, {(1, 0), (1, 1)}}, (1, 1)) 
dpic(rud) = ({{(0, 0), (1, 0)}, {(1, 0), (1, 1)}}, (1, 0)), 
In general a drawn picture has a start point. Here we can always take (0, 0) as the start point. 
Therefore no equivalence lass of (attached) rawn pictures i needed! 
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spic(ru) = spic(rud). 
spic(rr) = {{(0, 0), (1, 0)}, {(1, 0), (2, 0)}} 
spic(ll) = {{(0, 0), ( -1,  0)}, {(-1, 0), ( -2,  0)}}, 
bpic(rr) = bpic(ll) 
= {{{(x, y), (x + 1, y)}, {(x + 1, y), (x + 2, y)}) I (x, y) 
In (semi-)drawn pictures o will mark the start point (0, 0), in drawn pictures 
additional [] will mark the end point, in basic pictures no points will be marked. 
For a semidrawn picture p and a vector v ~ 7/2 we define 
to(p) := {{u + v, u '+ v} c 7/2[ {u, u'} ~ p}. 
The concatenation q. q' of drawn pictures q, q' is defined by 
(p, e) . (p', e'):= (pu  te(p'), e+ e'). 
Let L = 7r* be a formal language over the alphabet 7r. The basic (drawn) picture 
language responding to L is 
bpic(L) := {bpic(w)[ w ~ L} (dpic(L) := {dpic(w) Iw ~ L}, resp.). 
The basic (drawn) description language of a word w~Tr*, denoted bdes(w) 
(ddes(w)), is the set of words over ~ v;hich describes the same basic (drawn) picture 
as w, i.e. 
bdes(w) := {w'~ ~r* Ibpic(w') = bpie(w)}, 
ddes(w) := { w' ~ 7r* I dpic(w') = dpic(w)}. 
Analogously the description language of a formal language L = ~r* is defined by 
bdes(L):= I..J bdes(w) and ddes(L):= [._J ddes(w). 
wEL wEL  
3. Description languages of regular languages 
In this section we will show that the description language of regular languages 
are from a hard type, i.e. the description languages of regular languages is at least 
,a context sensitive language. This is interesting, because the description language 
of a single word is always only regular (see [10]). 
Furthermore the picture language of the example language will be of a special 
structure. All pictures described by the language are between two fixed parallel 
straight lines. A picture language, which fulfills such a property, is called a stripe 
picture language. 
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Theorem 3.1. There is a regular 7r-language L, whose drawn pictures build a stripe 
picture language and whose description language is not context free (i.e. at least context 
sens;~.~-). 
Proof. Consider the ~r-language L = ru*r = {ru'rl i ~ N}, let B = bpic(L) be the basic 
picture language of L. Perhaps L is regular and B is a stripe picture langaage (B 
consists of the pictures shown in Fig. 2). Assume bdes(L) is context free. By 
R := ru*rld*lru*r being regular also, L':= bdes(L) n R is a context free language 
and, of course, bpic(L') c bpic(L) = B. 
Consider a picture description in L'. With the subwords r, rl, lr and r, respec- 
tively, four horizontal unit lines {(0, 0), (1, 0)}, {(1, y~), (2, y,)}, {(0, Y2), (1, Y2)}, 
{(1, Y3), (2, Y3)} will be drawn, respectively. Because in all pictures of B there exists 
only two horizontal unit lines, these must be Y2 = 0 and y, =Y3. Therefore it holds 
L' = {ruirldilrirl i ~ N}. 
With the erase homomorphism 
h(r) := h(l) := A, h(u) := u, h(d) := d, 
also the language 
L":= h(L') = {u id 'u '  I ieN} 
must be context free. But L" is a well-known example for a context sensitive (but 
not context free) language, a contradiction. [] 
F 
Fig. 2. 
Considering problems of decidability of equivalence, the above result yields some 
questions about structure of description languages. On the one hand for the example 
language L in the proof, the description language is context sensitive. For context 
sensitive languages the equivalence problem is shown to be undecidable. 
On the other hand the picture language B is a regular stripe picture language. In 
[15] the equivalence problem for regular stripe picture languages i  shown to be 
decidable. 
By these facts we can assume that there is a special structure of description 
languages. Therefore, we will investigate he description languages ddes(w) of words 
WE 7r*. 
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4. New transformations generating description languages 
In this section we give an answer to the question of the special structure of a 
description language. This will be done by presenting a system of transformations 
which will be able to generate the description language of a picture given by a 
describing word. 
First we will need a formal description for "drawing a (sub-)picture reverse" as 
a given describing word. 
Definition 4.1. The inverse operator of words over the alphabet ~, -: 7r*-> ~*, will 
be defined recursively" 
(i) ~:=A; 
(ii) ~:= 1, T:= r, fi:= d, a:= u; 
(iii) for a word w e ~-* and a letter a E ~, it is 
~d:= ti~. 
Observation. (i) A word w e ~r* describes the same basic picture as the inverse 
word ~. 
(ii) Informally the word • is drawing a picture reverse to the given word w. 
We will need some properties of pictures and the inverse operator, which are 
easily proved by the reader. 
Lemma 4.2. For words w, w' ~ 7r* it holds that 
(1) sh(ww')  = sh(w) + sh(w')  = sh(w'w), 
(2) sh(w~) = (0, 0), 
(3) dpic(ww') = dpic(w) • dpie(w'), 
(4) spic(w) = spic(w~), 
(5) spic(ww') = spic(w) u tsh(w)(spic(w')), 
(6) dpic(w) = dpic(w') ¢=> (sh(w) = sh(w: ) ^ spic(w) = spic(~ )). 
Remark 4.3. By using (1) the following equations are equivalent: 
(2) sh(w ) = (0, 0), 
(2') sh(w) = -sh(~) .  
Now we will present all the transformations, which are needed to generate the 
description language. 
Definition 4.4. Let w= wlw2w3 be a word over the alphabet 1r with subwords 
wl, w2, w3. The following transformations are defined: 
! 
TI: wlW2Wa'-* wlw2~'2W2Wa, 
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|s 
TI': WIW21~2W2W3 ~ WIW2W3, 
2 
T2: WIW2W3 "=-> Wl 1~2W3, 
5 
T5: WlW2W3 -'~ ~ lW2W2W3,  
5" 
TS': WlW2W2W 3 ~ WIW2W3,  
if sh(w2) = (0, 0), 
if sh(w2) = (0, 0), 
if sh(w2) =-= (0, 0). 
Remark 4.5. The prime denotes that the transformation is inverse, here TI'  is the 
inverse of T1 (i.e. T l 'o T l (w)= w). 
Remark 4.6. The lack in the numbering has "historicar' reasom;. I refer t~ [3], 
where also transformations T3 and T4 are defined. For fu~her :aformatit;,, see 
also Section 5! 
It is obvious that the transitive closure of these five trartsformatioy~s together build 
an equivalence r lation. But with the following lemma we c~lJ reduce this transfc~rma- 
tion system. 
Lemma 4.7. The transformation T5' is not needed 2in the sense that all transformations 
w __.5' w' can be obtained using only the other transformations. 
Proof. Let w= w~w2w2w3 be a word with sh(w2)=(0,0). We obtain w-~ 5' w':= 
w~w2w3 also by 
5 2 1' 
WIW2W2W 3~ WIW2W2W2W 3 ~ WIW2W2W2W 3 ~ WlW2W 3. r- d 
Therefore, we only need the set of transformation T:= {TI, 7 1', T2, T5}. An 
equivalence class of a word w using T is denoted [w]T; w ~rw'  (:~: simply wow' )  
means that w' can be generated by infinitely applying transformations out of T 
starting with a word w. Using Lemma 4.2 we are able to show the following. 
Theorem 4.8° By applying one of  the transformations out of  T to a word w we always 
obtain a word w', which describes the same drawn picture as the git~en word w, i.e. 
(i) 
(i') 
(ii) 
(iii) 
W l W2W2W2W 3~ ddes( W 1W2W3) , 
wl w2w3 ~ ddes( wl w2~,2w2w3), 
wi ~2w3 e ddes(w~w2w3), i f  sh(w2) = (0, 0), 
wl w2w2w3 ~ ddes(wl w2 w3), i f  sh(w2) = (0, 0). 
Proof. Since w s ddes(w')<:>ddes(w) = ddes(w') hold, we only have to prove (i) or 
(i'). Here we will show (i). 
2 See also Section 5. There are other transformations, which are al! equivalent c T5. 
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(i) Let be w":= WlW21~'2W2W3,  W = WlW2W 3. Because of (6) we only haze to show 
sh(w") =sh(w) and spic(w")=spic(w). (2) implies sh(w2~2)= (0, 0) and by (1) it 
follows that sh(w")= sh(w). (2) and (1) also imply sh(wl)=sh(w~w2f~2). Therefore 
we obtain with (4) and (5) the equation 
(*) spic(w") = spic(wl) u tsh(w,)(spic(w2w2)) u tsh(w~)(spic(w2w3)) 
= spie(w) u tshtw,)(spic(waff~)~ 
= spic(w) U tshtw,)(spic(w2)). 
By (5), tsht~o(spic(w2))C spic(w) and therefore it follows from (*) that spic(w") = 
spic(w). In the following let sh(w2)= (0, 0). 
(ii) First from (2'), (4), (5) and (6) we obtain dpic(w2)= dpic(~2), and with (3) 
we can conclude that 
dpic(w) = dpic(wi)- dpic( w2)- dpic(w 3) 
= dpic(w~)- dpic(~2)- dpic( w a) = dpic(w~ 2 w3), 
i.e. Wl ~2w3 e ddes(wm w2w3). 
(iii) can be shown analogously. [] 
Informally, these transformations do the following. With T1, TI' you can 
increase/decrease th number of drawing some edges, where the increment/decre- 
ment is always a multiple of 2. With T5 you can also increase the number of drawing 
some edges, but the increment is now any positive integer. In addition, the union 
of these edges must yield a cycle. With T2 the order of drawing the picture can be 
changed. 
Now we can ask, how many descriptions (of all) can be generated using the given 
transformations. The answer is given by the following. 
Theorem 4.9. By applying the transformations out of T we can generate exactly all 
descriptions of  a drawn picture given by any describing word, i.e. it is 
ddes(w) =[w]T for all we  ~r*. 
Proof. Since Theorem 4.8 implies one inclusion of the equation of Theorem 4.9, 
we only have to show that for any w e It* and all w'e ddes(w) it holds that w'e [w]r. 
This will be done by a complete induction on the length of w. 
(I) [w[ = 0 implies w = A and ddes(A) = {A}c [Air. 
(II) Assume ddes(w) =[wi t  holds for any word we ~r* with ]wl<~ n, neN.  
(III) Let w = xz, x e w n, z e Ir and w' e ddes(w). We have to show that we can 
transform w O r w'. 
This is done by transforming w' into a word w"= x'z, where dpic(x)= dpic(x') 
holds. Then with assumption (II) the transformation x~x '  follows and therefore 
also the transformation w = xz~x 'z  = w '~ w". 
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Case 1: spic(w)=spic(x). That is, informally, the last letter z of w "draws no 
new edge". Inspect in w' a letter z', which "draws" the edge K := {sh(x), sh(xz)}, 
and the resulting decomposition of w'. Let w'= x'zv' be with sh(x ' )= sh(x) (here 
z'= z, analogous to the other case z '= ~). Since sh(w') = sh(w) implies sh(v') = (0, 0) 
and therefore also sh(~zv')= (0, 0) we obtain the derivation 
1 2 
w'--~ u'z$zv'---* u'zF£z and dpic(x) = dpic(w) = dpic(u'zFg). 
Here we can conclude with assumption (II). 
Case 2: spic(w) # spic(x). That is, informally, the last letter z of w "draws a new 
edge" K := {sh(x), sh(xz)}. This case is more difficult than the first. Again, we have 
to distinguish separate cases. 
Case 2.1: K is included in no elementary cycle. That is, "K  is the end of a way". 
It is obvious that w' must also have the form w' = x'z with x' e ~-*. While spic(x') 
spit(x) holds, i.e. K will also be drawn by x', K must be drawn twice by a subword 
z$ of x', because "K  is the end of a way". Here you can transform 
2 ! '  
W' = X'Z = X"Z~I)'Z --~ X"@'Z~Z --~ X"~)'Z =: W" 
(it is sh(z~.v') = (0, 0)), and it is [w" I = Iw'[-2. This means you can shorten the word 
w' by transformations, until you have spic(x')= spic(x), and here the assumption 
(II) holds, again. 
Case 2.2: K is included in an elementary cycle. Again, we will try to delete 
subwords if K is described ambiguously. Starting with a decomposition w'= xuy a 
we will obtain a word w"= x'u'y', where ,, u 'e {z, z, zz, ~z} always holds and u (u', 
resp.) is the first subword in w' (w", resp.) drawing the edge K. This can be done 
with the reduction lemma (see below), until w' is reduced (by applying our transfor- 
mations) to a word w"=x'u'y ' ,  where u'e{z,  z, zz, £z} draws the edge K, but no 
other letter is drawing K. If u' e {z~, ~z} holds, we have to eliminate a further letter. 
Let be u' = z~, that is w" = x'z~y' with x', y 'e  ~r* and sh(£y') = (0, 0) (it is sh(x'z) = 
sh(w) [). Here you can easily transform w" ..~5 x'z~y'~y' ...~2 x'z~zfi'y' --* r x'zfi'y'. In 
the case of u' = ~z we also have to use the fact that "K  is included in an elementary 
cycle", i.e. sh(x'~) will also be reached by x' or y' (see Fig. 3). 
For example, let sh(x'~) be reached by x', i.e. x '= xmx2 and sh(x~)= sh(x'~) (see 
Fig. 4). This implies sh(x2~)=(0,0) and therefore we can transform w"= 
XIX2Zgy'-'*SXIX2ZX2ZZyt---*2XlX2X2ZZZy'---*t'XIX2X2Zy '. Analogously we have to 
decompose y', if vertex sh(x'$) is reachable by y', and transform as above. 
Now we have w' transformed to a word w", where K will be drawn in w" exactly 
once. This yields a decomposition w"=x'u 'y '  with u'e{z,  ~} being the only letter 
drawing K. At last we have to transform w" such that the K drawing letter u' will 
be at the end of a description word. 
3 in this proof "u" will be any word over the alphabet ~r and not the letter u of ~r. 
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Fig. 3. spic(w") with the subpictures spic(x'), tsht.~,~(spic(y')) and the edge K, if both x' and y' do not 
reach the vertex sh(x':D. 
, 
Fig. 4. spic(w") with the subpictures spic(x'), t~ht.~,~(spic(y')) and edge K, if x' will reach vertex sh(x'~). 
In the case u'= ~ it is sh(~y') = (0, O) and therefore there is the derivation 
2 
W" = x'~y' --* X'~' Z. 
In the other case we know that the graph spic( w")\{ K } has to be connected, because 
of the premise of Case 2.2. Therefore by a decomposition w" = x'zy' with sh(y') = 
(0, 0), x' and y' must touch the same vertex, i.e. there are decompositions x' = x~x2 
and y '= Y~Y2 with sh(xzy~)= sh(x~) (see Fig. 5). This implies sh(x2zy~)= (0, 0) and 
sh(~'£2Y2) = (0, 0) and so we can transform 
2 2 
W" = XIX2Zyl y 2 ~ Xl ~ l~2y 2 --~ Xlfilfi2X2Z. 
Applying these transformations results in a generated word of the form w" = x"z, 
where x" does not draw the edge {sh(x"), sh(x"z)}. Again, it is spic(x)= spit(x") 
and assumption (II) yields the desired result. [] 
Lemma 4.10 (reduction lemma). Let z ~ Ir be a f ixed letter, w' = xi ux2vx3 a decomposi- 
tion o f  a word we ~* with u ~ {z, z, zz, ~.z} and v~ {z, ~.}, where u is the first subword 
drawing the edge K ={sh(xlux2), sh(xlux2v)} and v is the next letter drawing this 
X" 
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Fig. 5. spic(w") with the subpictures spic(x'), t~hC~,:)(spic(y')) and edge K, if x' and y' do not reach a 
common vertex. 
edge K. Let K be part of  an elementary cycle. Then we can transform w into a word 
w'= x~ u'x~ by applying the transformations out of  T, where 
(i) Ix l < x:x  and 
(ii) u' ~ {z, z, z~, ~z} is the first letter in w' drawing the edge K. 
Proof. By selection of u and v we have to consider eight cases. Six of  these are 
very simple. For these, we give only an overview of the transformations (Table 1) 
and the required properties of  the shift of  subwords. (Two cases are always 
analogous!) In cases 2,4 and 6 we can reduce the resulting word by applying 
transformation TI'. 
To prove the remaining two cases we need the fact that K is part of  an elementary 
cycle, which implies the connection of the graph spic(w)\{K}. 
Let w = x~.x:x3 with x~ = xlz, if u = z~; x~-  x~, if u = ~. Here sh(x2)= sh(x3) 
(0, 0) and sh(x~) = sh(w). Since spic(w)\{K} is connected, the pictures pl := spic(x~) 
or p3: = tshtx~)(spic(x3)) must have a common vertex with the subpicture p2 := 
tsh(~[~)(spic(x2)) (see Fig. 6). 
Table 1 
w Properties Transformations 
XIZX2ZX3 1 sh(x2z)=(O,O) 2 { XIZ~'~2X 3 
X I ZZX2 ZX 3 J Xi Z-ZZ3~2 X 3 
x:x:x, ! {x:x:: 
x lSzx~x3J  sh($x3)=(O,O)=sh(x2) 2 xlzzx2x3z t xm~z~x3-r2 
x:x:x, ! (0,o, 
x~ z~xe$x 3 j x I z£z~2x 3 
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Fig. 6. spic(w) with the subpictures p~, P2, P3 and edge K, if both p~ and P3 are not connected with P2- 
We only consider one case; the other case is analogous. Let p~ and P2 have a 
common vertex (see Fig. 7). This implies decompositions x~ = xnx~2, x[ = x2~x22 with 
sh(x~2~x2~) = (0, 0) (the common vertex here is sh(x~) = sh(x~,x2~)). Then sh(x~2[) = 
-sh(x2~) = sh(x22), i.e. sh(z~2x22)= (0, 0), and we can transform 
2 2 
W ~--- Xl lX12ZX21-~22ZX3 ~ XllX21ZXi2X22ZX 3 ~ Xl IX21X22X12ZZX 3 
and in the case x~ = xmz (let x~2 = x~2z) we further obtain ,_.r xn~2~x22x~2zx3. 
One can see that all resulting words (in the eight case~) fulfill the reduction 
lemma. [] 
We have shown that the transformation of T is exactly generating the whole 
drawn description language of a given word. We can obtain a similar result for the 
semidrawn and basic description languages. 
Theorem 4.11. Let T6 be the following transformation: 
6 
wlw2-* wlw2~2. 
Then by applying Ts := T u { T6} we can generate, starting with a word w, the whole 
semidrawn description language sdes(w) of  w, 
This follows immediately from the observation that using transformation T6 the 
shape will be the same, but any end point can be reached by a proper decomposition 
of the given word. 
X 8 
Fig. 7. spic(w) with the subpictures p~, P2, P3 and edge K, if p~ and P2 have a common vertex. 
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Theorem 4.12. Let T7 be the following transformation: 
7 
Wl W2 "~ ff~i Wl W2. 
Then by applying Tb := Ts u { T7} we can generate s'.arting with a word w the whole 
basic description language bdes(w) of w. 
Analogous to the case of spit(w) the start point will be changed here, but the 
shape will be the same. Therefore the theorem holds. 
5. Conclusion and further transformations 
Regular stripe picture languages are one of the simplest in the theory of chain 
code picture languages. More problems are decidable in this class than in any other. 
But though description languages of words are always regular, we have presented 
an example of a regular stripe picture language in this paper, whose description 
language was shown (at least) to be context sensitive. This causes us to investigate 
the structure of description languages of words. We presented four important 
transformations: 
1 
TI: w~w2w3--~ WIW2I~2W2W3, 
1' 
T I ' :  WlW2W2WEW3 -'1, wlW2Wa, 
2 
T2: WlW2W3---~ Wll~2W3, if sh(w2) = (0, 0), 
5 
T5: w~W2Wa'-* wlw2w2w3, if sh(w2) = (0, 0). 
It was shown that all these transformations will generate words of the same drawn 
description language ddes(w) as w and further these transformations are sufficient 
to generate all words of ddes(w). For the other description languages sdes(w) and 
bdes(w) we obtained an analogous result using additional transformations. 
We have to use additional 
6 
T6: w~w2--* WlW21~2 
to gen¢ -ate sdes(w) and 
7 
T7: wlw2--* ffhwlw2 
to generate bdes(w). 
By generating just ddes(w) we have shown that the inverse transformation f T5 
5 
TS': wlw2w2Wa-'* wlw2Wa, if sh(w2) = (0, 0) 
is possible but not necessary. The transformation T5' can be simulated by applying 
T5 once and additional T1, TI' and T2. It is easily seen that the other way, 
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simulation of T5 by T5', is also correct. Further, we can give more examples of 
"equivalent" ransformation. Let 
3 
T3: WIW2W3W3W4 "-'~ WIW2W3W2W4, 
3" 
T3 ' :  wiw2w3w2w4 --'~" wiw2w3]~3w4, 
4 
T4. WIW2W2W3W4 -'~ WIW3W2W3W4, 
4 
T4': WlW3W21tl3W4 "~ WIW2W2W3W4, 
if sh(w2w3) =(0, 0), 
if sh(w2w3) =(0, 0), 
if sh(w2wa) = (0, 0), 
if sh(w2wa) =(0, 0) 
be partial transformations. First, the following lemma obviously holds. 
Lemma 5.1. Starting with a word w ~ ~r* all the words w' generated by any of these 
transformations T3, T3', T4 or T4' describes the same drawn picture as w, i.e. w'e 
ddes(w). 
The more important statement gives the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2. All of the transformations T3, T3', T4, T4', T5, T5' can be simulated 
by applying another one of these transformations once and additional (basis) trans- 
formations T1, TI' and T2, 
Therefore instead of the basis transformation system T={T1, TI', T2, TS} we 
can also use a system such as {T1, TI', T2, T3} etc., to generate ddes(w). 
Finally, we prove one of these simulations, e.g. the simulation of T5 with T3: 
5 
TS: WIW2W3 ~ WIW2W2W 3.
Simulation with T3: 
3 
I s~ "r. 2 W 3 = W I W2A ~ W3 ~ Wl W2A W2 IV3 : W 1 W2 W2 W3, 
if both sh(w2) = (0, 0). 
The transformations presented raise new questions: which classes of formal 
~--languages are closed under one of these transformations? I  there a simple 
algorithm to find a shortest description word using these transformations? Can we 
simplify the transformations in any way? We can answer the last question with 
respect to T1. The normalized transformation 
TI,: wlzw3->w~z£ZWa, with z~r  
is sufficient o generate (together with TI', T2 and T5) all describing words of 
dpic(w). And this simpler transformation has better properties with respect o 
questions of decidability (for more details of simplified transformations see [4]). 
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